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We are seeking GGCN Regional Representatives who share the vision and purpose of GGCN to help us serve network 
participants and inquirers in various regions of the world.   Contact info@ggcn.org for more information. 

GGCN REGIONAL VOLUNTEER NEEDS 
 
GGCN Regional Discipleship Survey and Discipleship Resources Volunteer Facilitator 

 Coordinator of Regional Discipleship Survey and Discipleship Resources per the vision of GGCN to promote the 
making of disciples of every people in our generation 

 Locate and recruit local personal and resources to facilitate discipleship understanding and practice 
 Work to translate the Global Discipleship Survey and other resources into local languages, as needed and 

appropriate 
 Work to adapt the Global Discipleship Survey for local culture and practice 
 Communicate with the Global Discipleship Survey Coordinating Team 
 Promote the understanding and usage of the Discipleship Survey 
 Identify and promote discipleship resources that GGCN can list and promote. 
 Recruit a local Discipleship Survey facilitation team to pursue and address local needs. 

 
GGCN Regional Connect Volunteer Facilitator 

 This person is responsible to coordinate with Randy Mitchell and others of the Global Connect  coordinating 
team to further the use and development of Connect 

 Facilitate Connect local group and, as needed, other focus groups and forums 
 In general promote Connect participation, helping to make networks, churches, and individuals aware of this 

tool 
 Potentially serve as part of the Connect global facilitating team 

  
GGCN UPG Networking Volunteer Facilitator 

 Coordinator of local participation in the UPG Networking tool 
 Locate and recruit local personal and resources to encourage cooperation and use of the UPG Networking tool 

which is designed with the primary purpose to enable networking between intercessors, givers, goers, and 
senders around reaching the 4,500+ unreached people groups 

 Work to incorporate features and tools in the UPG Networking tool for local culture and practice 
 Communicate with the Global UPG Networking development and management team 
 Promote the understanding and usage of the UPG Networking tool in your region 
 Identify and promote cooperation and networking specifically for unreached people groups located in your 

region 
 Recruit a local UPG Networking facilitation team 
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GGCN Regional Steering Teams Administrator 
 Work to facilitate communications among GGCN regional and local steering team members 
 Serve in an administrative role for the regional GGCN Steering Team to include:  GGCN regional web page 

development, periodic GGCN regional newsletter, and development and management of the regional GGCN 
mailing list 

 General GGCN regional leadership and member communication needs. 
 Manage regional responses to the Tokyo Declaration signatures and other listing and promoting of agencies and 

associations in the region. 
 Facilitate GGCN online meetings of regional/local steering teams. 
 Recruit additional volunteers and regional leadership. 

 
GGCN Regional or National Steering Team Members and Coordinators 

 Work to broadly represent the Global Great Commission Network in assigned area. 
 Answer GGCN inquiries of individuals and organizations in or near the assigned area, directing inquirers to 

appropriate resources or help. 
 Serve as a reference in assigned area for unknown inquiries re uses of GGCN resources. 
 Promote and encourage use of GGCN tools and projects. 
 Promote the Tokyo Declaration and encourage individuals and organizations to sign the Tokyo Declaration. 
 Recruit GGCN participants and other resources. 
 Work to secure local funding for GGCN Steering Teams. 
 Educate local agencies, associations, churches and networks about GGCN. 

 


